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in battery systems. The development partners USN and NCE
Maritime CleanTech will contribute knowledge about hydrogen safety, while Equinor, Norled,
Wilhelmsen and LMG Marin will
bring key experience from ongoing hydrogen projects.”
There is no doubt that the
case for green hydrogen is building in the German ports industry.
Backed by the Kieserling Foundation, Bremen-based ISL (Institute of Shipping and Logistics) is
preparing a study on innovative
motive power concepts based on
hydrogen technologies.
The energy demands of handling and logistics operations at the
Bremen/Bremerhaven ports will
be assessed as the reference point,
and the application potential for
green hydrogen assessed from that.
The study includes handling
(straddle carriers), intermodal
yard (rail shunters), tugs, workboats, and so on. The methodology, says ISL, will be transferable.

Shore power
Germany’s biggest exponent of
shore power is Seehafen Kiel. The
port’s managing director, Dr Dirk
Claus, has reported that with the
commissioning of the €15M installation at the Ostseekai in 2020,
which can also supply power to
the Schwedenkai (Stena Line ferries), all the city terminals are now
connected to shore power.
“We can cover 50% of the energy demand of the ships visiting
Kiel in an emissions-free way and,
thanks to the reduction of the
EEG [green energy tax] apportionment, we can do so at competitive prices,” said Dr Klaus.
“Our focus will now be directed again to the Ostuferhafen,
where a shore-power connection and another ro-ro ramp are
planned to be installed.”
Kiel has long lobbied against
the EEG levy as a major disincentive for ships to ‘plug in’ at German ports. Matters came to a head
last year, when the federal government announced that it would
support seaport installations to
the tune of €140M. Unless the
levy was addressed, many ship operators would simply shun shore
power (WorldCargo News, May
2020, p44). To be clear, the EEG
levy still applies to shore power,
but at a reduced rate with effect
from January 2021.
The Hamburg government
has delayed its plan to install cold
ironing facilities for cruise liners
and container vessels by several
months. Nothing will be available at any container berths or the
Steinwerder cruise terminal before the end of 2022 at the earliest, which means a delay of at least
nine months according to the
original timetable announced in
October 2019. The Altona cruise
terminal already has shore power
available, using a turnkey Siemens
SIHarbor system, as also adopted
by the Port of Kiel.
The city’s plan was to supply
regenerative current that would
be converted at a central facility
to normal shipboard 6.6 kV voltage and 60 Hz frequency, and fed
to the connection points from
there. However, to provide resilience, the Hamburg Port Authority (HPA) wants the conversion
points to be at the berths, and this
is the reason for the delay.
Explaining its preference, and
why the original budget cost of
€76M remains unchanged, HPA
told WorldCargo News: “Switching
from a centralised supply to a supply per terminal allows us to run
a more stable and robust system.
A potential technical failure will
have a local impact only.
“Furthermore such a system
will be able to supply more vessels simultaneously at higher peak
power levels, which seems to be

advisable following our intense
dialogues with shipowners. Extra
costs are partly offset by savings in
cable laying and switching from
conventional technical buildings
to modular standardised technical
components.”

On board autonomy
In any event, shore power is not the
only way forward. Grimaldi’s new
‘Green 5th Generation’ (GG5G)
Eco-class ro-ros are equipped
with 350 m2 of solar panels to
charge lithium-ion batteries that
provide the power needs while
at berth. At the time of writing,
three of the new vessels had been
delivered into Grimaldi’s services
in the Mediterranean – ECO VALENCIA, ECO BARCELONA and ECO
LIVORNO. Three new ro-ros with
the same features, but also with
Swedish/Finnish 1A ice class, are
also being built for Grimaldi’s
Finnlines affiliate.
According to Grimaldi, the roros can run on battery power for
up to four hours while in port,
but emblazoning ‘Zero Emission in Port’ on the hull might be
viewed as a risky thing to do.
The batteries are supplied by
Corvus Energy, which in 2019
completed the installation of 5.5
MWh battery energy storage systems (ESS) on each of two large
Grimaldi ro-paxes – CRUISE BARCELONA and CRUISE ROMA.
“The ‘mega batteries’ allow the
cruise ferries to turn off the diesel
engines and operate solely on battery power and with zero emissions for up to four hours during
a port stay,” stated Corvus Energy.
Roger Rosvold, SVP sales at
Corvus Energy, said: “An ESS this
massive has never before been retrofitted on board a cruise ferry. It’s
clear now that if shipowners are
willing to go green, the technology exists.” In 2018, Corvus Energy
supplied an ESS for shore power
to Stena Line’s STENA JUTLANDICA.
Corvus Energy is continuing to
work on alternatives for shipping
companies.As reported in the January 2021 edition of WorldCargo
News (p8), it has developed a containerised (10ft, 20ft) battery-onboard (BOB) ESS, which it says is
available now, and for which it is
seeking DNV-GL approval.
To improve trucking efficiency
and lower its carbon footprint,
HPA is setting up a ‘Border One
Stop Shop’ (BOSS) whereby all
checks on goods passing through
the port – veterinary, food law,

plant health, conformity and customs – can be carried out at one
location, the Waltershof/Finkenwerder Strasse site, until now
occupied by Hamburg Customs
Authority.
This is a pilot project, part of the
EU’s ‘Smooth Ports’ programme,
in which the ports of Livorno,
Monfalcone, Nantes-St Nazaire
and Varna are also taking part.
Having a single Border Control Centre makes the handling
of container imports, for example,
more efficient and reduces the
number of internal port transfers.
The Hamburg Veterinary Office
and the Import Office are closing their existing control points
on Reiherdamm and Altenwerder
Kirchtal. IT applications will further boost efficiency. The project
is supervised by the Hamburg
Ministry of Justice and Consumer
Protection.
Another element considered
important by HPA is funding for
alternative drives for container
trucks, slot booking and digitally
enhanced ‘intelligent’ EC management to minimise trucks travelling empty.

Tinkering
Last year, Dr Ulrich Malchow
told WorldCargo News
ws (February
2020, p27) why his Port Feeder
Barge (PFB) concept could haul
containers within the port with
unbeatable low energy cconsumption and low emissions.
He believes that BOSS is tinkering at the margins of Hamburg’s
congestion problems, while futur
futuristic solutions being entertained
by HHLA, such as Hyperloop and
drones, are far too long-term and
energy-intensive.
Malchow reiterated that almost
25% of the container throughput
is transported within the port
pre or post-shipping, mostly by
trucks, and around half of those
have to use the Köhlbrand Bridge.
HPA has now pushed the date for
replacing the ageing bridge with a
tunnel from 2030 to 2034 at the
earliest.
“One would think that every
truck that could be taken off the
bridge would be of high inter
interest,” said Malchow. “We have now
clarified all operational aspects
of PFB with HHLA. It is only
an additional charge HHLA is
claiming for accepting containers
from the self-sustaining PFB that
is preventing its stake
stakeholders from
starting the project.” q

Solar power for ports

A section of the warehouse roof at Stockholm Norvik Port
Ports around the world are taking advantage of roof space on
terminal buildings and warehouses to install solar panels. In
Stockholm Norvik Port, a large
warehouse roof will be almost
entirely covered with solar cells
covering 3,500 m2, enough to
provide 570 MWh per year,
once fully operational in 2022.
The turnkey contractor for the
project is Idola Solkraft, which
is installing a total of 1,620 panels, with a maximum output of
600 kW.
Ports of Stockholm Ltd already has five solar cell system
facilities operating. The first and
largest of these went live in 2013
and is on the roof of a building
at Frihamnen in the city centre.
In the UK, Portsmouth City
Council has selected Custom

Solar to install a total of 1,670
solar panels on the roofs of various buildings in the port, along
with a large battery and solar
canopies. When complete, the
power produced by the 1,670
solar panels will contribute
around 30% of the site’s power, it
is stated. Peak power is 750 kW.
The canopies can shade vehicles waiting to board ferries and
they provide the infrastructure
to support EV charge points.
The 1 MW battery will work
in conjunction with a forthcoming battery storage pilot,
to supply power to the national
grid and to store power during
lower pricing periods. When
complete, it is estimated that
98% of the energy consumed
by the port will come from solar
and battery power, combined.

